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The Hubble constant (H0) estimated from the local Cepheid-supernova distance ladder is in 3-σ tension
with the value extrapolated from cosmic microwave background (CMB) data assuming the standard
cosmologicalmodel.Whether this tension represents newphysics or systematic effects is the subject of intense
debate. Here, we investigate how new, independentH0 estimates can arbitrate this tension, assessing whether
the measurements are consistent with being derived from the same model using the posterior predictive
distribution (PPD). We show that, with existing data, the inverse distance ladder formed from BOSS baryon
acoustic oscillationmeasurements and the Pantheon supernova sample yields anH0 posterior near identical to
the Planck CMB measurement. The observed local distance ladder value is a very unlikely draw from the
resulting PPD. Turning to the future, we find that a sample of ∼50 binary neutron star “standard sirens”
(detectable within the next decade) will be able to adjudicate between the local and CMB estimates.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.061105
Introduction.—The Hubble constant (H0)—the current
expansion rate of the Universe [1]—is one of the few
cosmological parameters that can be estimated locally,
using a minimal physical model. Such measurements are
invaluable in breaking degeneracies between H0 and other
cosmological parameters (e.g., the spatial curvature of the
Universe or the number or mass of neutrinos). A plethora
of methods exist to estimate H0, using Cepheid variables,
red-giant stars, supernovae (SNe), gravitational lenses,
galaxies, the cosmic microwave background (CMB), and
neutron-star mergers (most recently, Refs. [2–12]). The best
cosmology-independent constraints come from the SH0ES
Cepheid-SN distance ladder [4]; the tightest constraints
come from the Planck CMB data, assuming a standard
ΛCDM cosmology [3]. These estimates are discrepant at
the 3-σ level, suggesting the possibility that the measure-
ments contain unmodeled systematics or that ΛCDM is not
the true cosmology [13].
Numerous attempts have been made to reconcile the two
results through new physics [14] or improved astrophysi-
cal, experimental, and statistical modeling [13,15], yielding
no compelling explanation. Here, we look to the inverse
distance ladder and gravitational wave (GW) standard
sirens [16] to provide the independent information needed
arbitrate this tension, which we frame in a new, intuitive
way using the posterior predictive distribution (PPD).
Unlike existing tension metrics based on the “n-σ” dis-
crepancy (e.g., [4]), Kullback-Leibler divergence (e.g.,
[17,18]), or Bayesian evidence ratio (e.g., [13,19]), the
PPD is simple to interpret and cheap to calculate for non-
Gaussian distributions and does not require the specifica-
tion of a (potentially arbitrary) alternative model.
Inverse Distance Ladder.—We first demonstrate the
PPD’s utility as a tension metric using the inverse distance
ladder constructed from existing baryon acoustic oscilla-
tion (BAO) and type Ia SN observations [2]. Galaxy
redshift surveys measure the BAO scale parallel and
perpendicular to the line of sight, αk and α⊥. These are
linked to the sound horizon at radiation drag, rd, the Hubble
parameterHðzÞ at the redshift z of the observations, and the
transverse comoving distance [20] dMðzÞ ¼
R z
0
cdz0=Hðz0Þ
(assuming a flat universe), by [21,22]
αk ¼ (HðzÞrd)fid
HðzÞrd
and α⊥ ¼ dMðzÞ
rd

rd
dMðzÞ

fid
; ð1Þ
where the comparison is to a fiducial cosmology. Given a
CMB measurement of rd, a BAO survey at redshift z
therefore constrains both HðzÞ and dMðzÞ.
By adopting a model for HðzÞ, the BAO measurements
can be extrapolated to redshift zero and hence converted to
estimates of H0; however, additional data are required to
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constrain flexible models. Modern SN surveys are ideal for
this task, providing Oð103Þ relative distance measurements
over the relevant redshift range. The apparent magnitude m
of a SN of absolute magnitude M probes the luminosity
distance dLðzÞ ¼ ð1þ zÞdMðzÞ via
m ¼ 5log10

dLðzÞ
pc

þM − 5: ð2Þ
The absolute distance scale of a pure-SN dataset is
completely degenerate with the unknown value of M,
but combining with BAO data (transverse measurements,
in particular) breaks this degeneracy, allowing the precise
determination of the distance-redshift relation well into the
linear regime. The resulting inverse distance ladder prefers
[2,7,23] values of H0 in close agreement with that of the
Planck flat ΛCDM analysis and is thus in tension with the
SH0ES Cepheid distance ladder estimate. The recent
release of the Pantheon SNe sample [24]—with 50%
greater statistical power than the previous gold standard
[25] and a full recalibration of all subsamples used [26]—
strongly motivates revisiting this analysis.
In order not to restrict ourselves to a particular physical
model, we assume only that the expansion is smooth,
adopting the third-order Taylor expansion of the luminosity
distance (used by SH0ES):
dLðzÞ ¼
cz
H0

1þ z
2
ð1 − q0Þ −
z2
6
ð1 − q0 − 3q02 þ j0Þ

;
ð3Þ
where q0 and j0 are the deceleration and jerk parameters,
respectively [27]. Our inverse distance ladder therefore
depends on only five parameters: θ ¼ fH0; q0; j0; rd;Mg.
Given ns observed SN apparent magnitudes mˆ and nb
BAO observations αˆ, the joint posterior of these param-
eters is
Prðθjmˆ; αˆ; IÞ ∝ PrðθjIÞNðmˆ;m;ΣsÞNðαˆ;α;ΣbÞ; ð4Þ
where the theoretical SN magnitudes m and BAO
measurements α are given by Eqs. (1)–(3), Nðx; μ;ΣÞ
is a multivariate normal distribution with mean μ and
covariance Σ, and Σs and Σb are the SN and BAO
covariance matrices, respectively. We adopt uniform
priors on all parameters apart from rd, for which we
assume a Gaussian prior derived from CMB observations.
We sample the joint posterior distribution (Eq. (4)) using
EMCEE [29].
Combining the BOSS DR12 BAO measurements
[22] with the Pantheon SN sample [24] and Planck’s
“TTþ lowPþ lensing” rd posterior [3] restricts the
expansion history to lie within the blue contours in the
main panel in Fig. 1, yielding the posterior on H0
plotted in the left panel. The corresponding contours and
posterior from Planck’s ΛCDM analysis are overlaid in
gray. The inverse distance ladder H0 constraint
(68.570.93kms−1Mpc−1) [30] is as precise as Planck’s
ΛCDM constraint (67.81  0.92 km s−1 Mpc−1)—the
flexibility of the model is offset by the extra data—and
agrees to well within the 68% credible intervals.
One potential concern here is that using the Planck rd
posterior introduces model inconsistency, as this assumes
ΛCDM and includes late-time information from lensing
and the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect. However, rd is much
less sensitive to late-time physics thanH0: rd constraints do
not change significantly when the observational effects of
late-time physical processes on the CMB are either
removed or marginalized over [31]. For example, removing
the lensing likelihood from the Planck rd posterior shifts
our H0 posterior by less than 0.2-σ. We conclude that, to a
good approximation, the rd posterior employed here
depends only on the assumption of standard prerecombi-
nation physics [32]. Using the WMAP9 rd posterior [33] in
place of Planck’s also does not change the conclusions,
yielding H0 ¼ 68.2 1.1 km s−1Mpc−1.
Quantifying tension with the posterior predictive
distribution.—With multiple discrepant H0 estimates in
hand, the task now is to define an intuitive measure of
tension, which we will base on the PPD. The PPD is the
sampling distribution for new data (d0) given existing data
(d) and a model (I) [34] and so is given by averaging the
likelihood of the new data over the posterior of the
parameters (θ) describing the model:
Prðd0jd; IÞ ¼
Z
Prðd0jθ; IÞPrðθjd; IÞdθ: ð5Þ
With new data in hand, the PPD allows discrepancies
between the data and model to be assessed: If the new data
FIG. 1. Main panel: Expansion history forBOSSBAO,Pantheon
SNe, and Planck rd assuming smooth expansion and early-time
physics only (blue) and for Planck assuming ΛCDM (gray). BAO
redshifts are shown as short-dashed lines. Left panel: Correspond-
ing H0 posteriors and Cepheid distance ladder measurement
(orange). Top panel: Redshift distribution of Pantheon SNe.
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are not consistent with being drawn from the PPD, the
model is not capable of fitting the data, and an alternative
should be sought.
Although the PPD is typically employed to check the
consistency of a replication of an experiment under the
assumed model, there is no requirement for the two datasets
to be derived from the same experimental process. Here, its
utility in addressing tension between datasets becomes
clear: Given a dataset and a preferred model, the PPD can
be used to simulate different measurements and hence
assess whether the two datasets are consistent with being
drawn from the same model.
To demonstrate the PPD’s utility, we use it to predict the
SH0ES data given our inverse distance ladder data. For
clarity, rather than predicting the full Cepheid distance ladder
dataset [35], we predict the value of the resultant maximum
likelihood estimate of the Hubble constant, HˆCDL0 .
Converting the inverse distance ladder H0 posterior into a
PPD for HˆCDL0 , i.e., PrðHˆCDL0 jmˆ; αˆ; IÞ, is done by drawing
one sample from the “likelihood” PrðHˆCDL0 jH0; IÞ for each
sample from the inverse distance ladder posterior. Taking the
likelihood to be a Gaussian with standard deviation
1.74 km s−1Mpc−1, we obtain the PPD plotted in solid dark
blue in Fig. 2; the posterior fromwhich it is derived is plotted
in dashed dark blue. The actual HˆCDL0 measured by SH0ES,
overlaid as a solid orange line, is well into the tails of the
PPDs: It is an unlikely draw from this sampling distribution.
In order to quantify the tension, we calculate a simple
statistic—the “PPD ratio”—defined as the ratio of the PPD
at the observed HˆCDL0 to its maximum:
ρ ¼ PrðHˆ
CDL;obs
0 jmˆ; αˆ; IÞ
max½PrðHˆCDL0 jmˆ; αˆ; IÞ
: ð6Þ
ThePPD ratio has a number of advantages over other tension
metrics (e.g., [4,13,17–19]): It can be generated at the cost of
a single likelihood draw per posterior sample; it is simple to
calculate evenwhen the posterior is not convex or unimodal;
and it is meaningful even in these general settings, unlike
other summary statistics (e.g., n-σ discrepancies or p
values). Finally, unlike model-comparison techniques, there
is no need to specify an alternative model, nor is there a
strong dependence on the prior: Informative data will make
strong predictions even if the prior is improper.
The PPD ratio is also the likelihood ratio that would
result from comparing a null model (that the SH0ES HˆCDL0
is a random draw from its PPD) to an alternative “just-so”
model in which the trueH0 is fixed to the SH0ES value. As
such, the PPD ratio can be interpreted as a lower bound on
the posterior probability of the hypothesis that the two
experiments measure the same H0 without systematics. In
this instance, the PPD ratio [36] is 1=17 ≃ 0.06 at the
SH0ES HˆCDL0 , so the probability that the distance ladders
are unaffected by systematics, and that the apparent
discrepancy is simply random, is at least 6%. The PPD
constructed from the Planck ΛCDM posterior is shifted
toward lower H0 than the inverse distance ladder and so
yields a lower ratio of 1=45. For comparison, the 3-σ
threshold commonly used in the Gaussian setting corre-
sponds to a ratio of 1=90.
Arbitrating tension with standard sirens.—Observations
of binary neutron star (BNS) mergers offer a method
of measuring H0 [9,16,37,38] that is completely indepen-
dent of the Cepheid distance ladder and CMB. Fitting a
merger’s GW signal yields constraints on the luminosity
distance (d) to the binary. Where a unique electromagnetic
(EM) counterpart can be identified, a spectroscopic redshift
for the host may be obtained, allowing a direct estimate
of H0 via
cz ¼ vp þH0d: ð7Þ
The peculiar velocity (vp) can be left as a nuisance
parameter [39] or estimated [9] from ancillary data.
By simulatingBNS data, we can investigate the number of
mergers needed to arbitrate the tension between theCepheids
and CMB using the PPD. Consider a set of n mergers with
GWobservations fxg, peculiar velocity estimates fvˆpg, and
perfectly observed redshifts fzˆg. Assuming Gaussian vˆp
likelihoods (with uncertainties σi) and aGaussianvp prior (of
width σ), the marginal H0 posterior becomes
PrðH0jfxg; fvˆpg; fzˆg; IÞ ∝ PrðH0jIÞ
Yn
i¼1
×
Z
ddiPrðdijxi; IÞN

H0di; czˆi −
σ2vˆpi
σ2 þ σ2i
;
σ2σ2i
σ2 þ σ2i

ð8Þ
FIG. 2. PPDs (shaded) for the Cepheid distance ladder Hˆ0,
conditioned on inverse distance ladder data assuming a smooth
expansion history (blue) or CMB data assuming ΛCDM (gray).
The SH0ES measurement is plotted as an orange solid line, and
the H0 posteriors from which the PPDs derive are plotted as
dashed lines.
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(see Supplemental Material [40] for more detail) if the
events are selected by their GW signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) (cf. [9,41]). Converting this posterior into a PPD
for the CMB or Cepheid distance ladder measurements
is a straightforward integral with the relevant “likeli-
hood” PrðHˆ0jH0; IÞ.
We simulate a sample of BNS mergers and process it
using the same Bayesian parameter-estimation pipeline as
employed on real data, including the effects of amplitude
and phase calibration uncertainties. We simulate BNS
detections during the next three LIGO-Virgo (LV) observ-
ing runs assuming an underlying rate of 3000 Gpc−3 yr−1
(consistent with the bounds from GW170817 [42] at
90% confidence) and a three-detector duty cycle of 40%.
Events are assumed to be independently distributed uni-
formly in comoving volume, with NS masses drawn from
the Gaussian N½mi; 1.4 M⊙; ð0.2 M⊙Þ2 restricted to the
range 1–3 M⊙. Binary orientations and NS spins are
isotropically oriented, with spin magnitudes ≤ 0.05 [42].
Each simulated waveform is generated using a time-domain
post-Newtonian approximation [43,44] and embedded in
colored Gaussian noise realizations with power spectral
densities (Fig. 1 in Ref. [45]) appropriate to the detection
date: ∼2019 (1 yr); ∼2021 (1 yr); and 2022þ (Design,
2 yr). We deem BNS events “GW detectable” when two or
more detectors have SNRs ≥ 6 and the network has
SNR ≥ 12. This yields 51 detections. Fixing the sky
position by assuming known host galaxies, we sample
the parameter posteriors for each detection using a com-
plete Bayesian MCMC analysis [46] with a frequency-
domain post-Newtonian waveform model [43,44] spanning
the range 30–2048 Hz [47]. For estimating H0, we retain
each event’s distance posterior, marginalizing over all other
parameters.
To complete the simulated dataset, we need vˆp estimates
and hence a true H0. For illustrative purposes, we use two
trueH0 values, assuming either Planck or SH0ES is correct.
We generate Gaussian measurement errors for each source’s
vˆp with standard deviation 200 km s−1 [24,48]. The H0
posterior for the resulting simulatedBNSdataset (assuming a
true H0 of 67.81 km s−1Mpc−1) is plotted in Fig. 3, along
with posteriors for each individual event, colored by SNR.
Our 1.8% H0 constraint from 51 mergers is in good agree-
ment with the recent analysis of Ref. [41]. This comple-
mentary study uses an approximate 3D localization of GW
sources [49] to rapidly average over samples of mergers
between compact objects of a single mass, with or without
EM counterparts. Reference [41] finds that ∼60 mergers
between 1.4 M⊙ BNSs will, on average, constrainH0 to 2%
assuming unique EM counterparts can be identified.
To convert the BNS H0 posteriors to PPDs for the CMB
and Cepheid distance ladder measurements, we take
Gaussian likelihoods PrðHˆ0jH0; IÞ with standard devia-
tions of 0.92 and 1.74 km s−1 Mpc−1, respectively. The
results are plotted in Fig. 4. The solid curves, for which we
assume the Planck H0 is correct, demonstrate the ability of
this BNS sample to arbitrate the tension. The observed
SH0ES Hˆ0 (solid light orange line) would be an extremely
unlikely draw from its sampling distribution (solid dark
orange line): The PPD ratio is∼1=300, much lower than the
3-σ equivalent ratio of 1=90. The Planck observation (solid
light blue line) would, as expected, be consistent with its
PPD (solid dark blue line). The BNS and CMB observa-
tions would decisively favor the underlying value of H0
used in the simulations.
The dashed curves in Fig. 4, in which we assume the
SH0ES H0 is correct, demonstrate another important aspect
FIG. 3. H0 posteriors for individual BNS mergers (purple to
yellow, sorted by signal to noise) and the full sample (black solid;
scaled by a factor of 1=3), assuming a true H0 of
67.81 km s−1 Mpc−1 (black dashed line).
FIG. 4. PPDs for the CMB (dark blue lines) and Cepheid
distance ladder (dark orange lines) Hˆ0 measurements, given the
simulated BNS data. Solid (dashed) curves assume the true H0 to
be the Planck (SH0ES) measured value, indicated by the light
blue (orange) solid line. The 1-σ variations in PPD means due to
sample variance are shaded gray.
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of this analysis: sample variance due to the limited number of
detectable events. The posterior for our simulated sample
happens to be scattered to lowH0 [50]. Even though theBNS
data strongly constrain H0—the posterior uncertainty is
1.2kms−1Mpc−1, less than a quarter of the tension—sample
variance means we could not arbitrate in favor of one dataset.
Indeed, we should expect to see realization-dependent var-
iations in the PPDmeans on the scale of the posterior standard
deviation. We confirm this using 1000 bootstrapped resam-
ples of our dataset, shading the range of PPDmeans in gray in
Fig. 4. As such, while samples of ∼50 BNS mergers are
certainly sufficient to arbitrate the tension, realization noise
plays a role in determining whether it is possible for a given
dataset. If the SH0ESH0 measurement is correct, samples of
∼80 events will arbitrate the tension even if the BNS H0
posterior is shifted by 1-σ towards the Planck estimate by
realization noise. If Planck is correct, significantly larger
samples (∼3000) are needed, as the PPD width is dominated
by the SH0ES likelihood, which is independent of the BNS
sample size.
Conclusions.—We have demonstrated how existing and
upcoming datasets can arbitrate the tension between esti-
mates of H0 from the CMB and local distance ladder.
Throughout, we adopt the minimal cosmological model: a
smooth expansion history and standard prerecombination
physics. We find that the inverse distance ladder formed
from BOSS BAO measurements and the Pantheon SN
sample yields an H0 posterior near identical to Planck and
inconsistent with the observed local distance ladder value.
We quantify this tension using a model-testing framework
based on the posterior predictive distribution, which relies
only on the sampling distribution for one dataset condi-
tional on another, finding that the probability that the two
distance ladders measure H0 without systematics is at least
6%. We then demonstrate how a typical sample of ∼50
BNS standard sirens, detectable by the LIGO and Virgo
experiments within a decade, can independently arbitrate
this tension.
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